




 Speculation / Opinion

I found a connection between Hood and GME... I believe, that Hood was added to the same short selling Algo. Those
funds could be used to push GME lower, and once HOOD hits $0... MOASS begins, and the market crashes for real...

On Sept. 15, 2008, Lehman Brothers, a well-known and respected investment bank, filed for bankruptcy protection after
the Bush Administration's Treasury Secretary, Hank Paulson, refused to grant them a bailout.

How Robinhood became the sacrificial lamb that has given Citadel their last ounce of 
air... MOASS begins when HOOD hits $0 or files for bankruptcy...

Major Index's on Sep 15th 2008.

If Robin Hood, was to file for bankruptcy, like Lehman Brothers - I would expect the markets to react in the same way, or
more severe.

Robin Hood is the perfect scape goat. It can go to zero, you can Jail Vlad, and blame them for the crash..... Kenny walks
free out the back door...

49 Lawsuits against RH.
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Its the perfect short... Lets look at the chart...

Dog Shit Chart, doesn't even go back 6 months...

But... around 11/11/2021, the volume really started to pick up...

Regular Volume was around 3-4 million. The volume is the right column.
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Then... all of a sudden... the Volume on Hood went crazy...

The right column is volume...

Volume is really starting to pick up...
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Float is 456M shares...

And now they are literally printing money... (307Million for this third list)
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The source is here: https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/HOOD/history?p=HOOD

So what else started happening around 11/11/2022

Not my "Stop Loss" its standard on Yahoo

GME started tanking like crazy.

So... If you look at the Volume on RH, it all of a sudden had an extra 10 million shares a day. At $30 thats
$300,000,000.00 a day ($30 X 10million).

Is it possible, that at some point, they decided to make Robin Hood the sacrificial lamb. They can short it for 10 million
shares a day and no one is gonna care of question them going out. Most of the leadership sold their stock. The volume
picks up the same time that GME starts to get shat on... It all seems to coincidental...

When Robin Hood does finally hit Zero, they are out of fresh cash, they dont have anything else to short - and then the
squeeze is on -

Hood VS GME 5 day Chart
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Hood VS GME 1 Day Chart

Hood VS GME 1 Month

Hood 3 month chart...

TLDR: Robinhood became the sacrificial lamb around 11/11/2021. They knew that company was going under
and it was added to the same short selling algo as GME. They could be using that HOOD short sale money to
push GME lower. When RH hits zero/files for bankruptcy, MOASS will start and mkt will collapse.
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